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You are reminded of the importance of including relevant knowledge from all areas of your course,
where appropriate, including the English Legal System.

Answer all questions.

1 In Source 1 [page 3 lines 44–47 Special Study Materials] the authors suggest that “The courts’
primary task on interpretation is to ascertain and give e�ect to the meaning of the words used …
‘Construction’, on the other hand, is the process whereby uncertainties or ambiguities in a statute
are resolved.”

Consider, in the light of the above, the extent to which use of the literal rule and the golden rule ,
are e�ective in resolving ambiguities and uncertainties ]03[.setutats ni

2 Discuss the extent to which the decision in Maritime National Fish Ltd v Ocean Trawlers Ltd [Source
7 page 6 Special Study Materials] represents a dev elopment of the law on frustration. [15]

3 In Source 3 [page 4 lines 19–23 Special Study Materials] the author suggests that “if some
catastrophic event occurs for which neither party is responsible and if the result of that event is to
destroy the very basis of the contract … then the contract is forthwith discharged.”

Discuss the circumstances in which courts will consider that a contract has been frustrated in the
light of the above statement. [25]

4 Consider whether the contract has been frustrated and how loss would be dealt with in each of the
following situations:

(a) Maria, a famous singer, has been contracted to sing in front of 100,000 people at a concert to
be held in the National Football Stadium in London and has been paid her fee of £500,000 in
advance. On the day of the concert a �re destroys the stadium and the concert cannot go

)01(.daeha

(b) Rupinder was going to the concert at which Maria was due to sing. Rupinder booked an
overnight stay in the Hotel Stadia, telling the hotel that she had chosen it because it was the
closest to the stadium and she also wished to spend the next day shopping in London.
Rupinder phoned the hotel when the concert was called o� to cancel her booking. Hotel
Stadia now wish to claim the cost of an overnight stay, £150. (10)

(c) Alex has contracted to supply 5000 cases of red wine to Vinole, wine sellers in Zaratonia, a
foreign country. Shortly before the wine is due to be shipped, the Zaratonian government
pass a law making the sale of alcohol in Zaratonia illegal. Alex had already spent £5,000 in
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[30]
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